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Abstract

Introduction

In previous studies, we reported that key antioxidant and DNA
repair genes are regulated differently in normal bronchial epithelial cells of lung cancer cases compared with non–lung
cancer controls. In an effort to develop a biomarker for lung
cancer risk, we evaluated the transcript expressions of 14
antioxidant, DNA repair, and transcription factor genes in
normal bronchial epithelial cells (HUGO names CAT, CEBPG,
E2F1, ERCC4, ERCC5, GPX1, GPX3, GSTM3, GSTP1, GSTT1,
GSTZ1, MGST1, SOD1, and XRCC1). A test comprising these
14 genes accurately identified the lung cancer cases in two
case-control studies. The receiver operating characteristic–
area under the curve was 0.82 (95% confidence intervals,
0.68–0.91) for the first case-control set (25 lung cancer cases
and 24 controls), and 0.87 (95% confidence intervals, 0.73–
0.96) for the second set (18 cases and 22 controls). For each
gene included in the test, the key difference between cases and
controls was altered distribution of transcript expression
among cancer cases compared with controls, with more lung
cancer cases expressing at both extremes among all genes
(Kolmorogov-Smirnov test, D = 0.0795; P = 0.041). A novel statistical approach was used to identify the lower and upper
boundaries of transcript expression that optimally classifies
cases and controls for each gene. Based on the data presented
here, there is an increased prevalence of lung cancer diagnosis among individuals that express a threshold number of key
antioxidant, DNA repair, and transcription factor genes at
either very high or very low levels in the normal airway epithelium. [Cancer Res 2009;69(22):8629–35]

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality in both men
and women in the United States, with cigarette smoking being the
primary known risk factor (1–4). Lung cancer is associated with a
low survival rate, in part, because it typically is at an advanced stage
when first detected and treated (5, 6). Studies to improve the postdiagnosis outcome of lung cancer through early detection using
low-dose spiral coaxial tomography (CT) screening and surgical intervention are promising (7–9). However, because as many as 90
million active or ex-smokers in the United States alone are candidates for screening, the potential cost is very high and may be prohibitive (5). Additionally, CT screening studies completed thus far
are associated with a high incidence of false-positive findings which
may lead to unnecessary follow-up diagnostic testing, including biopsies and surgical procedures, with associated risk and emotional
and financial cost to the patient (10). Based on demographic criteria, it is possible to identify a group of individuals for whom the 10year risk for lung cancer is >20% (11, 12). Even in a group as selected
as this, subjecting all individuals to close monitoring would be costly, associated with many false-positive results, and lead to increased
testing, some of which would take place in false-positive individuals
(13). A molecular genetic biomarker that identifies the subset of individuals at greatest risk for lung cancer within a demographically
defined high-risk group will enable even more focused selection for
closer monitoring and further reduction in risk of false-positive
findings. Furthermore, if CT screening is validated, limiting screening to the individuals with the highest demographic and biological
risk will lead to a marked reduction in costs of implementation
(5, 14). Similarly, an accurate lung cancer risk biomarker will enable
the design of more effective chemoprevention trials.
There is reason to believe that genetic variability in key metabolic
pathways is a primary determinant of interindividual variation in
lung cancer risk (15, 16). Prior work from this laboratory has
focused on identifying differences in such pathways in primary normal bronchial epithelial cells (NBEC) of lung cancer cases compared with controls (17–20). These studies were guided by the
hypothesis that increased risk for lung cancer is in part due to suboptimal regulation and/or function of a threshold number of key
genes that protect NBEC from DNA damage. If true, genetic risk
may manifest through differences in transcript expression profiles
of these genes in NBEC between cases and controls. From these earlier investigations, we identified a set of antioxidant and DNA repair
genes that were differentially expressed in NBEC of cancer individuals compared with controls (21). More recently, we determined
that in a group of non–lung cancer control individuals, there was
significant intergene correlation of transcript expression values
among 14 key DNA repair, antioxidant, and transcription factor
genes in NBEC samples (22). Conversely, these genes were not
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correlated in NBEC samples among individuals diagnosed with lung
cancer. Moreover, the distribution of transcript expression among
these 14 genes was different among those diagnosed with lung cancer compared with controls, with a higher frequency of more extreme values among the lung cancer cases. We hypothesized that
the observed difference in expression between cases and controls
might serve as the basis for a lung cancer risk test. Toward the goal
of developing a test for lung cancer risk, we analyzed data from 49
individuals included in a previously reported study (22), as well as
data from an independent set of 40 individuals.

Materials and Methods
Patients and clinical specimens. Patients were recruited at the University of Toledo Medical Center (UTMC) according to a protocol approved by
the UTMC Institutional Review Board. Inclusion criteria were willingness
and ability to give informed consent, scheduled for diagnostic bronchoscopy, and ages between 18 and 90. Exclusion criteria were HIV, hepatitis B or
TB infection, or medical instability. Pregnant women and prisoners were
excluded. NBEC samples were collected from a total of 90 patients. For
each participating subject, bronchial epithelial cells were obtained by three
to five cytology brush biopsies of normal bronchium, according to previously described methods (22). For patients with lung cancer, sampling of
normal bronchial epithelium was performed in the lung not involved with
cancer. Of the 90 enrolled subjects included in this study (49 in the first
case-control set, 41 in the second), gene expression data were obtained
for 89 subjects (RNA from the bronchial epithelial cell sample for one subject in the second case-control set failed reverse transcription due to faulty
equipment). Patient information is presented in Supplementary Tables S1
and S2. In the first case-control set (Supplementary Table S1), NBEC samples from 49 individuals, including 25 lung cancer and 24 non–lung cancer
individuals, were evaluated. In the second case-control set (Supplementary
Table S2), 40 NBEC samples (18 lung cancer and 22 non–lung cancer subjects) were evaluated. We reviewed the charts of all patients. For each patient with lung cancer, lung cancer diagnosis and subtype identification
were determined in the Department of Pathology at UTMC by histopathologic examination of tumor biopsy samples obtained at the time of bronchoscopy or at a separate biopsy procedure. For each non–lung cancer
control, absence of lung cancer was determined by CT scan, bronchoscopy,
and (if biopsies were conducted) pathology reports. Subjects in the first casecontrol set were recruited between 1997 and 2004, whereas those in the
second case-control set were recruited between 1999 and 2008. There were
no patient adverse events resulting from the collection of NBEC samples.
Transcript expression measurement. Total RNA was extracted from
NBECs using TriReagent and reverse-transcribed using Moloney murine
leukemia virus reverse transcriptase and oligo-dT primers as previously described (23–25). Standardized reverse transcriptase (StaRT)-PCR was used
for transcript expression measurement in these studies. The 14 genes measured in both sample sets were (with HUGO names provided in parentheses and used hereafter) catalase (CAT), CCAAT/enhancer binding protein-γ
(CEBPG), E2F1 transcription factor (E2F1), excision repair cross-complementing rodent repair deficiency, complementation group 4 (ERCC4),
excision repair cross-complementing rodent repair deficiency, complementation group 5 (ERCC5), glutathione peroxidase 1 (GPX1), glutathione peroxidase 3 (GPX3), glutathione S-transferase μ3 (GSTM3), glutathione
S-transferase π1 (GSTP1), glutathione S-transferase τ1 (GSTT1), glutathione
S-transferase ζ1 (GSTZ1), microsomal glutathione S-transferase 1 (MGST1),
superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), and X-ray repair complementing defective
repair in Chinese hamster cells 1 (XRCC1). According to StaRT-PCR protocols (23–25), a known number of copies of an internal standard for each
gene within a standardized mixture of internal standards was included in
each PCR reaction. For the first case-control set (n = 49) analysis was conducted at UTMC with StaRT-PCR reagents that were either obtained commercially (Gene Express, Inc.) or prepared according to previously
described methods (23–25). For the second case-control set (n = 40) analysis was conducted at Gene Express, Inc., using newly generated StaRT-PCR
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reagents prepared under Good Laboratory Practice conditions including
carefully established standard operating procedures.
Statistical analysis. When two groups are distinguished by a difference
in central tendency of a variable, a single cutpoint for the variable should
be identified to classify each sample (Fig. 1A). However, in our prior studies,
we observed that cases and controls did not differ significantly by central
tendency, but instead differed by kurtosis, and to some degree, variation.
Importantly, alteration in kurtosis or increased variation, but not change in
central tendency, results in two inflection points on an receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve of the frequency distribution (Fig. 1B). These
two inflection points symbolize two cutpoints, a lower and upper boundary, which best classify cases and control. Here, we rationalize that multiple
mechanisms may result in either extremely low, or high expression of a
given “Risk” gene, and that either low or high is indicative of suboptimal
functionality of the gene in that pathway. Thus, when two groups are distinguished by a difference in distribution of a variable, two cutpoints may
offer the best criteria for sample classification (Fig. 1B). In this study, the
two best cutpoints were derived using ROC curve–based analysis using a
modification of the recently described Youden index (J) method (26). The
Youden index is equal to:
J ¼ true positive rate ðTPRÞ  false positive rate ðFPRÞ

and was obtained from ROC analysis of transcript expression for each gene
compared with the “true” state of the cancer or noncancer sample. Using
the Youden index, each cutpoint was determined as the log transcript expression that yielded the maximum or minimum index representing the
lower or upper boundary of transcript expression range associated with
lower likelihood for lung cancer diagnosis (Fig. 1B; ROC plot). A crossvalidation step (all possible combinations of leave-five-out) was applied
to reduce spuriously derived cutpoints (see Supplementary PERL files Cutpointmapper.pl and Combinatorialcreation.pl). The frequency mean of cutpoints derived from cross-validation was taken as the final cutpoint to be
used in subsequent steps.
In each subject, the score for each gene was specified as “1” if the log
transcript expression value fell above or below the low-prevalence range
based on the two cutpoints or specified as “0” if the log transcript expression value fell within the low-prevalence range. The sum of scores for the
component genes yielded each subject's composite risk test value (RTV),
which could range from 0 (no genes outside the low prevalence range) to
14 (all genes expressed in extreme ranges). ROC analysis was then used to
assess the performance of the composite marker RTV in classifying cases
and controls (27). The Wald test was used to determine the significance of
odds ratio and 95% confidence intervals (CI). The RTV for the 14-gene composite biomarker was also assessed for significant covariation with age or
smoking history using Pearson's correlation and assessed for association
with gender or race (Caucasian versus other) using Student's t test.
A multivariable risk model analysis for the proportion of patients that
have cancer was conducted using logistic regression. This approach enabled simultaneous adjustment for significant covariates. The covariates
considered in the model included age, smoking history, gender, race, and
the RTV. In univariate logistic screening to determine which variables to
include in the competition for the final model, selection was based on
the P value of the covariate being <0.10. All variables significant by univariate analysis and pairwise interaction terms comprised the initial risk model. The final model was obtained by manual backward elimination in which
the term with the highest P value was removed from the model at each step
and the model was rerun. The final model contained terms with P values of
0.05 or less. Logistic regression was used to assess the odds ratio for the
RTV in a subset of individuals aged 50 or over and smoking history of 20
pack-years or greater, and in this subset, adjusted for age, smoking history,
and gender.
Kolmorogov-Smirnov test was used to test for a significant difference
between case and control groups (each comprising the combined data sets
from first and second study) with respect to the composite distribution of
transcript expression values (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Schematic of two-cutpoint analysis to identify
an informative gene with altered kurtosis or range in
transcript expression between two populations. A and B,
two depictions of case-control transcript expression
frequency distribution plots for a trait of interest [e.g.,
Cancer (shaded) and Noncancer (white)]. Arrows
stemming from the points on the frequency distribution
plots indicate the range of values associated with higher
prevalence of cancer diagnosis, and are derived from ROC
identification of inflection point(s). A, the most common
approach to identify informative genes is the identification
of difference in mean transcript expression between
cases and controls (t score criterion). B, however, for a
set of genes with high prior likelihood of involvement in lung
carcinogenesis, a statistically significant difference in
central tendency of transcript expression was not observed
in normal airway tissue between lung cancer cases and
controls (22). Instead, a lower prevalence of cancer cases
was observed in the central region of the transcript
expression distribution, with increased dispersion of
cancer cases to extreme transcript expression levels.
Using typical ROC analysis, ROC AUC was ∼0.50 for each
of the genes investigated, which may signify a lack of
informativeness in some discovery algorithms. However,
using the approach described in the Materials and
Methods, ROC analysis identified two inflection points for
each of these genes' transcript expression profiles
corresponding to the lower and upper transcript expression
boundaries optimally separating cases from controls.

Results
Greater dispersion in transcript expression is associated
with lung cancer diagnosis. Composite analysis of the fractional
distribution of lung cancer cases and controls relative to the median transcript expression for the 14 genes (CAT, CEBPG, E2F1,
ERCC4, ERCC5, GPX1, GPX3, GSTM3, GSTP1, GSTT1, GSTZ1, MGST1,
SOD1, and XRCC1) enabled an understanding of the average effect
of each gene. This showed a higher fraction of cancer cases at extreme transcript expression ranges. Conversely, there was a narrower unimodal distribution of controls centered over the
median expression value (Fig. 2A). On average, each gene exhibited
8.0% lower prevalence of lung cancer diagnoses relative to noncancer controls in the median transcript expression regions, and a cumulative 8.0% increase spread approximately evenly in each
transcript expression extreme, both low and high (Fig. 2B). This
altered transcript expression frequency distribution for cancer
cases (kurtosis = +0.767), compared with controls (kurtosis =
+0.439), was significant (D = 0.0795; P = 0.041) by KolmorogovSmirnov test (Fig. 2B; Supplementary Table S3). Because the genes
studied exhibited differences in transcript expression dispersion
(kurtosis), and to some extent, range but little difference in central
tendency (Fig. 2), two cutpoints were found to best differentiate
between cases and controls in the two groups (Fig. 1B). For each
gene in each case-control set, two cutpoint values were identified
by ROC analysis using the Cutpointmapper.pl algorithm (Fig. 3,
Supplementary Table S4 and Statistical Methods). For each individual gene, these cutpoints distinguished cancer from noncancer
control groups with an accuracy of between 0.53 and 0.75, where
0.50 is no better than guessing (normalized to a fractional scale of
0–1). The noncancer transcript expression control range identified
by analysis of the second case-control set closely matched the
corresponding range identified through analysis of the first casecontrol set for all genes (Fig. 3).
An accurate biomarker for lung cancer diagnosis comprises
multiple genes. Figure 2A and B shows the average effect of a sin-
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gle gene on the classification of cancer versus noncancers. The
combination of single gene effects from each of the 14 genes
leads to the high accuracy of the LCRT. For each subject, each
of the 14 genes was assigned a zero (0) or one (1) depending
on whether the transcript expression for that gene was inside a
range indicative of noncancer (0) or outside that range (1). The
sum of the values assigned to each gene for each subject was
then used as a RTV (see Materials and Methods) and ROC analysis was used to compare the RTV to known cancer status. The
ROC area under the curve (AUC) for the first case-control set (n =
49) was 0.82 (95% CI, 0.68–0.91; Fig. 4). The best RTV cutoff (>8
genes) for separating cancer case group from noncancer control
group had an accuracy of 80% and an odds ratio of 12.8 (95% CI,
3.2–50.9; P < 0.001). When applied to the second case-control set
(n = 40), the ROC AUC was 0.87 (95% CI, 0.73–0.96) and the same
cutoff had an accuracy of 80% and an odds ratio of 15.8 (95% CI,
3.3–74.3; P < 0.001). For the combined case-control sets (n = 89),
the ROC AUC was 0.84 (95% CI, 0.75–0.91), the accuracy of the
cutoff was 0.80 and the odds ratio was 13.9 (95% CI, 5.0–38.8;
P < 0.001). For the subset of individuals of age 50 or over with
20 pack-year smoking history or greater (n = 49) using logistic
regression the odds ratio for the same cutoff was 8.17 (95% CI,
2.13–31.4; P = 0.002). In this subset adjusted for age, smoking history, and gender, the odds ratio for this cutoff was 8.31 (95% CI,
1.8–37.7; P = 0.006).
RTV is independent of important demographic factors
associated with lung cancer prevalence. There was no association between RTV and age (P = 0.09) or race (P = 0.99) in either
individual set or the combined set but males had a higher RTV
(∼1 index point) than females in the combined set (P < 0.05).
Smoking history was not significantly associated with RTV for
either case-control set but was (P < 0.05) for the combined sets
(n = 89). However, the R2 value for smoking history in the combined set was 0.11, indicating that it explained only 11% of the
variance in RTV.
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(P = 0.20), the numbers were too small to reach firm conclusion.
Many of the subjects were long-time smokers and so there was a
significant correlation (P = 0.009) between age and smoking history. Following backward elimination, the strongest multivariate
model was the age × RTV interaction term (P < 0.001; Fig. 5).
The age × RTV term was more predictive than the smoking
history × RTV term, only because there were fewer cancers at
lower ages yet the incidence of cancer spanned the whole range
of smoking history.

Discussion
The data presented in this study validate our previously reported
observation that there is increased dispersion around the transcript expression median (kurtosis) for a set of 14 antioxidant,
DNA repair and transcription factor genes in the NBEC of lung
cancer cases compared with non–lung cancer controls (Fig. 2;
ref. 22). These data suggest that susceptibility to lung cancer
may be characterized as the expression at relatively extreme levels
(either high or low for each gene) for a combination of key genes
in cellular pathways responsible for DNA repair, antioxidant

Figure 2. Lung cancer cases have a lower prevalence of median transcript
expression compared with noncancer controls. Median transcript expression
measurement was determined for each gene among all 89 individuals from both
case-control sets. Each transcript expression measurement was then converted
to units of SD (σ) from the median transcript expression value (Supplementary
Table S3; z score transformation). Both A and B share the same X-axis. A, for
each gene, the average fraction of individuals diagnosed with lung cancer
relative to noncancer controls across all transcript expression windows was
normalized to 0.5 before binning. Using the composite value from all 14 genes,
the moving average of subjects diagnosed with lung cancer was plotted in
windowed increments of nearest transcript expression measurements
(see Supplementary Table S3 for data analysis). B, frequency histogram of
lung cancer and noncancer diagnoses of the data plotted in A. Area under the
frequency distribution curves for lung cancer and noncancer populations was
normalized to 100% for each category. Darker shading, areas where transcript
expression exhibits greater prevalence of lung cancer cases compared with
controls. Lighter shading, areas where transcript expression regions exhibit lower
prevalence of lung cancer cases compared with controls. Percentages of change
in cancer prevalence shown are calculated from the net difference in AUC
between lung cancer and noncancer cases in each of the three shaded areas.
Kolmorogov-Smirnov test for significant difference in composite transcript
expression distribution for lung cancer cases and controls.

Multivariate analysis. In univariate analysis, smoking history
(P < 0.001), age (P = 0.003), gender (P = 0.002), and the 14-gene
RTV (P < 0.001) predicted cancer status for the combined casecontrol set (n = 89). Although race did not predict cancer status
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Figure 3. Two transcript expression cutpoints best separate cancer from
noncancer. Using the modified Youden index (J) method, for each of the 14
antioxidant, DNA repair, and transcription factor genes, two cutpoints were
identified that best separated cancer from noncancer (Supplementary Table S4).
Cutpoint levels are displayed in units of log10-transformed target gene transcript
abundance molecules per 106 ACTB transcript molecules. Arrows stemming
from the points indicate the range of values with higher likelihood of cancer
diagnosis compared with the ranges between the two cutpoints, which are
indicative of the range of values associated with lower likelihood of cancer
diagnosis. Genes are listed in HUGO gene nomenclature format.
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Figure 4. ROC analysis of the 14-gene composite lung cancer marker. ROC analysis was used to assess the ability of RTV to correctly classify each subject into the
cancer or noncancer group in the first case-control set (A), second set (B), or combined sets (C).

protection, and transcription regulation in normal airway epithelium (15, 16). Furthermore, these results support previous studies
indicating that interindividual variation in risk for lung cancer
may be in part dependent on DNA repair gene and antioxidant
gene function (28–32). Interindividual variation in antioxidant
and DNA repair protection may be particularly important as a determinant in the previously reported relationship between chronic
inflammation and lung cancer risk (33–35).
The observed higher transcript expression dispersion seems to
be a corollary of prior observations of differences in normal airway
epithelium intergene transcript expression correlation between
cases and controls (22). The two-cutpoint approach described here
may aid in the identification of clinically useful diagnostics for other diseases from genes exhibiting altered transcript expression dispersion between cases and controls (Figs. 2 and 3). For example, a
very similar transcript expression distribution phenomenon for a
set of bone morphogenic, inflammatory, and transcription factor

genes was observed in the peripheral blood of newly diagnosed
polyarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis patients compared with
healthy donor controls (36). This suggests that transcript expression dispersion may be an important parameter to assess as an
indicator of risk for a variety of diseases. The ability to observe this
phenomenon may in part be dependent on the transcript abundance analytic tool used. In studies directly comparing the analytic
performance of RT-PCR methods compared with microarray platforms, RT-PCR methods had two to three orders of magnitude
greater linear dynamic range and one to two orders of magnitude
lower detection threshold (23). The extended measurement range
of RT-PCR may be necessary to observe the intergroup difference
in transcript abundance dispersion described here.
The set of genes that separates lung cancer cases from non–lung
cancer controls in this study has different characteristics from a
set of genes recently reported to have similar classification capabilities discovered through high-density microarray analysis by Spira

Figure 5. Lung cancer discrimination using RTV and
age. Plotted is the multigene RTV as a function of
age (years) for the combined set of 89 bronchial
epithelial cell samples. RTV × age = 420 gave the
best discrimination between lung cancer case
samples and controls.
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and colleagues (37). One difference is that 12 of the 14 genes reported here are key antioxidant or DNA repair genes, whereas the
remaining two are transcription factors expressed in normal airway
epithelium. In contrast, the set of genes described in the Spira report comprises primarily signal transduction and small molecule
transport genes (Supplementary Fig. S1). A second difference is
that, as described above, each of the genes comprised by the multigene test reported here has increased dispersion among the lung
cancer cases rather than altered mean levels. In contrast, each of
the genes reported by Spira and colleagues have an altered central
tendency of expression. These differences likely result from the different investigative and analytic approaches taken. The set of genes
reported here were discovered initially through quantitative PCR
analysis of key genes known through previous studies to have a
key role in protection of the airway epithelium from DNA damage
secondary to oxidants and carcinogens in cigarette smoke (22). In
contrast, in the Spira study, an initially unsupervised high-density
microarray analysis was used (38). Because these different sets of
genes have very different functions (Supplementary Fig. S1), it is
reasonable to hypothesize that each set may play an independent
role in determining lung cancer risk. If so, the most accurate test for
lung cancer risk may be derived by combining genes from each set.
The observed increased dispersion in gene expression in NBECs
of the lung cancer cases reported here could result from inheritance at the germ cell level, acquisition of genetic alterations in
somatic cells in the airway epithelium, previously described as a
field effect (33–35, 39–42), or through a combination of both. Based
on the data reported here, it is likely that germ cell inheritance
plays a role. For example, a field effect is typically observed in all
smokers, not just those with lung cancer (39). In contrast, the increased variation in antioxidant and DNA repair gene expression
reported here separated the lung cancer case group from the non–
lung cancer control group and was largely unrelated to cigarette
smoking. This indicates that there is interindividual variation in
the field effect of cigarette smoking, and although there are multiple possible explanations, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the
basis for this variation is germ cell inheritance. This hypothesis is
supported by accumulating evidence for germ cell inheritance of
particular cis element single nucleotide polymorphisms that cause
interindividual variation in regulation of the genes comprised by
this test and that are associated with increased lung cancer risk.
Specifically, particular polymorphisms in the regulatory region of
ERCC5 are associated with increased dispersion of transcript
expression around its median expression value and altered prevalence of lung cancer diagnosis.4 Recently, a polymorphism in the
regulatory region of XRCC1 was found to be significantly associated with altered XRCC1 expression and increased lung cancer risk
(31). Both ERCC5 and XRCC1 are among the 14 genes comprised by
the multigene test reported here. We hypothesize that germ cell
inheritance of particular alleles may be associated with increased
range and dispersion of transcript expression in the other genes
comprised by this test as well.
Previous studies of lung cancer risk support the conclusion that
many genes contribute to determining risk for lung cancer, and
that the regulation/function of each gene is affected by numerous
interindividual genetic differences (43). In this study, assessing for
alteration in transcript expression dispersion facilitated the identification of molecular genetic tests for risk of lung cancer by more

4

T. Blomquist, E.L. Crawford, and J.C. Willey, unpublished data.
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effectively taking into account the likely subtle but cumulative genetic etiology of complex disease risk. Application of the analytic
and statistical methods used here may be a robust way to directly
assess function of the many pathways involved in maintaining a
particular normal phenotype. The findings described here are consistent with the hypothesis that in high-risk individuals (a) a
threshold number of key protective genes function at a suboptimal
level in NBEC and (b) chronic inhalation of cigarette smoke causes
suboptimally protected NBEC to experience higher levels of DNA
damage, and subsequently, higher risk of malignant transformation. One explanation for increased range/dispersion of expression
for each gene in the lung cancer group is that in some individuals,
suboptimal function of protein product(s) induces feedback signals
that upregulate transcription, whereas in other genes, a suboptimal regulatory apparatus causes inappropriate downregulation of
transcript expression.
The multigene lung cancer RTV based on the two-cutoff per
gene approach reported here, quantifies determinants of lung cancer diagnosis independent of the well-documented demographic
factors, smoking, and age. Thus, even among individuals in the
subset, ages >50 and with >20 pack-years of smoking history, the
odds ratio that an individual with a positive multigene test would
have lung cancer was >8. It is important to note that the best RTV
cutoff value for classifying lung cancer cases and controls significantly decreased with increasing age (Fig. 5) and smoking history.
For example, based on the data in Fig. 5, a heavy smoker (>20 packyears) with an RTV of 6 may not have sufficient risk at age 50 to
warrant increased surveillance (age × RTV < 420), yet would be
predicted to have sufficient risk upon reaching the age of 75
(age × RTV > 420; Fig. 5). Because many of the subjects were
long-time smokers, and there was a significant correlation between
age and smoking history, it is clear that the age term included
some of the predictive effects of smoking history as well as agespecific phenomena in the case-control sets assessed here. Larger
prospective studies will need to be done to better distinguish the
effects of RTV at various age intervals with and without smoking
history effects for predicting lung cancer risk. The modest correlation between gender and RTV is also intriguing. One possible interpretation is that this might contribute to the observed
differences in the male to female ratio for lung cancer among smokers compared with nonsmokers (44). The gender effect observed
here will be explored more fully in larger case-control and prospective studies in addition to a more thorough analysis of the effect of
race on RTV and lung cancer diagnosis.
Case-control studies are a powerful method to identify risk factors that contribute to disease with rare incidence (28–30, 45). However, as with any case-control study, the data reported here may be
subject to misinterpretation due to unknown factors that were not
controlled. For example, one interpretation is that increased variation in antioxidant and DNA repair gene expression in NBEC is the
result, rather than a cause of the cancer. However, this interpretation is not supported by the available evidence. For example, because the normal airway epithelial samples were obtained from
the lung opposite the one harboring the cancer, local signaling is
less likely to explain observed differences in transcript expression
profiles in NBEC. In addition, none of the patients had yet received
radiation, chemotherapy, or other intervention, which might be
associated with altered transcript expression levels. Moreover,
evidence acquired thus far indicates that the antioxidant and target
genes measured in this study are not inducible by cigarette smoke
or other oxidant exposure (21, 22). Rather, the evidence indicates
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that these genes are subject to interindividual variation in constitutive expression. To directly test the hypothesis that the expression patterns observed here are a cause of, rather than an effect
of lung cancer, a larger prospective nested case-control trial will
need to be done. Prospective validation of the multigene test described here will enable the identification of the subset of individuals at highest risk for lung cancer so that they may be more
closely monitored for early detection or selected for entry into
promising early detection and/or chemoprevention studies. This
test was measured in NBEC obtained through bronchoscopy. This
procedure is at least as safe and well-tolerated as colonoscopy,
which is now commonly used for individuals ages >50 to screen
for early stage colon carcinoma (46).
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